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Motivating Question

How do we secure networks composed of network elements whose security implications are unknown?
Methodologies

- Automatically infer behavioral models (e.g., state machine)
- Automatically discover potential attack vectors
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From black-box observations
Vision: Black-box Approach to Network Security

Purposes

• Automatic patching
• Verification and testing
• Understand adversaries’ capabilities ➔
Proactively mitigate adversaries from inferring the system

End-user devices  Network functions  Applications

Limited access to code / binary
My Work

Inferring the behavioral models of network elements
• Alembic: Black-box Model Inference for Stateful Network Functions.  
  (Under submission)

Discovering potential attack vectors
• AmpMap: Map of Amplification-Inducing Queries to Network Servers.  
  (In preparation)